
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The General Problem and the Particular Focus

This thesis is a study of a community organization engaged in

:'eirning the social reality in which it aspired to provide leadership for

::::rge. The apprehension of social reality by the members of a group

:s a matter of coming to consciousness of "something being something. "1

3 :s not merely the attachment of an arbltrary designation to that which

:. grven as such within the social environment" It is rather the experience

oi "recognizing" the nature of social reality by means of formulations of

:i.:=t reality which serve both to define what is rea1, and to establish the

:-otional context in which reality is received. To name a social reality

-s to deflne both the reality and oners relation to it. To define social

:eality is to measure its significance as a conditioning factor within the

-eaningful world and to make the world more available for analysis and

:o: positive human action. The process of naming and defining a social

'*rlU". Percy, "Symbo1, Consciousness and Intersubjectivity, "
-]ournal of Philosgphy, LV (19b8), 63I-41, quoted in Clifford Geertz,
Iieology as a Cultural System, " in Ideology and Discontent, ed. by

lar.rd E. Apter (New York: Free Press of Glencoe, 1964), p. 61.
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reality is, therefore, a critical step in the realization of human freedom.

The West Side Organization for Ful1 Employment, located on the

near west side of chicagors huge west-side ghetto, was, in Ig64, an early

and an important experiment in community organi zation because it was

a critical test case of an attempt to organize and to empower the poorest

residents of a community, using their own resources of leadership, with

very slight input of leadership and funds from beyond the neighborhood

itself" The process of orgaaization was significant, I shall argue, to

the extent that there was formulated a cultural as well as a social basis

for community action.

WSO sought to involve persons, unemployed young men and

welfare mothers in particular, whose social eondition could have been

described and analyzed from a number of perspeetives, none of which

would have been considered promising for the emergence of leadership,

or for the formation of an organization with programs and structures of

aecountability which would reach into several sectors of society. The

usually accepted, and seemingly evident, images of these persons as

unemployable rejects of the productive society, as street bums and addicts,

as hopelessly dependent and morally irresponsible public charges, provided

no means whatsoever by which positive self-identity could exist and flourish,

or group initiative occur. But alternative images of themselves and of

their common situation, which might have been developed by the people

themselves as they confronted their problems from a position of some
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power and communal strength, were as yet unformulated.

Powerlessness and a lack of communal identity go hand in hand.

Thus WSO engaged in a social and a cultural task. The latter was to

formulate the means by which the people could recognize themselves in

a new and positive way as a communal entity with common interests, with

a common field of action, and with a common destiny. The social basis

for the task was an organization of the unemployed and the welfare poor

of the near west side community along Roosevelt Road in chicago. we

shall focus upon the eultural process by which a group of people within a

rather small and minimally funded soclal organization learned to differ-

entiate their real interests and projects from those destructive images of

i.dentity and destiny which they had been assigned by their position within

society, a status all but devoid of public honor. It is dubious indeed

whether, in 1964, there was much expectation that from such unpromising

resources could be created a group which could bring to realization a vital

and united polity, expressing a common cause; however, as wil1 be shown,

an adventurous attempt was made, with results that were surprising even

to some who risked the most in 1aunching upon such unknown waters.

This presumes to be a study of a cultural process. As Clifford

Geertz has observed, the concept of culture has " . , . by now acquired a

certain aura of ill repute . . . because of the multiplicity of its referents
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and the studied vagueness with which it has all too often been invoked. "1

f must attempt also what many others have tried to do, which is to make

clear what r am calling a "cultura1 process', and how r have gone about

identifying and describing it.

Large questions about the nature of culture cannot be discussed

here; yet there must be enough clarity to enable the project of understanding

the cultural phenomena to begin. I am trying to show how actions undertaken

by members of a group brought into being new forms of meaning, which then

became definitive of a social rearity in which people rived and acted.

The Meaning of Interpretation

We can consider the problem of identifying these forms of meaning

by regarding them as instances of what Josiah Royce and H. Richard Niebuhr
(following Royce) have called interpretations. I shall argue that the concept

of interpretation, and the process by which interpretations are formed,

constitute what is meant by cultural phenomena and the eulture forming

process. Interpretation, in other w'ords, is the means by whieh commu-

nities of persons establish a common context of meaning and reaLize therein

their own special identity, including their own sense of dependence upon and

transeendence of the socially given.

What is meant by an interpretation and a process of interpretation ?

ed. by Michael BantonF. A. Praeger, 1966), p. 205.

"Anthropolopical
(New York:
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The idea of a process of interpretation draws upon the formulation by

Josiah Royce of a metaphysic of interpretation in his lectures delivered

at Manchester College, Oxford, England in 1913.1 Roy"" addressed his

proposals to a philosophic community that he consldered to be stymied in

an essentially sterile debate which, on the one hand, upheld the primacy

of empirical perceptions over rational constructions of reality, and on the

other hand, argued that empirical observations depend upon rational

constructions for the means of leading and shaping perceptions. Royce

sought to define a third type of intellectual activity, called by him "inter-

pretation, " which he believed was fundamental to any act of knowing.

Furthermore, he understood the process of interpretatioa to be the key to

a generalization about the nature of reality in which many moral problems

relating man's being in community would become clear.

Royce chose as evidence for thi.s distinct form of intellectual

activity the problem of understanding the reality of mind as we experience

ir in encounter with other persons, We know that our neighbor engages in

conscious intellectual activity, not because his mind is present to ours as

a datum of perception, having immediately recognizable qualities of

extension, eolor, movement, etc., nor because we possess a general

conception of mindedness, created by analogy with our mental processes

1
Josiah Royce,

,t'or1d and the Christian
The Problem of Christianity,
Ideas (New York: Macmillan

Vol. II: The Real
Company, 1913),

pp.109-63.
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and confirmed through observations of mental behavior in other people'

I: is rather the case that we become engaged in our own minds by activities

of our neighbor which signal the desire to convey meanings that originate

outside of our own subjective mental proceSSeS" In order for these signals

:o be received and understood by our own minds a transformation must

occur whereby the meaning intended by the second mental agent is formu-

-,ied in a way that both minds can affirm as faithful to a common intention

:o become united in a true representation. It is this act of creating a

::ird reality, a socially perceivable and acknowledged sign representing

: convergence of meaning, that Royce ca1ls the process of interpretation'

-r[e know that other beings are possessed with minds because we participate

:- a process by which mediating ideas, interpretive signs' are created

a-:.ich unify the separate centers of mental activity in a common meaning'

For three reasons, according to Royce, an interpretation is a

,-:iu,que cognitive reality when compared with what we normally understand

: Dercept or a concept to be. A percept we understand to be the immediate

_-rpression we receive from a particular experience of reality. A concept

:s a generaLization we make which identifies certain common properties of

:eal jty" But an interpretation is fundamental to both of these cognitive

:c:s. It i.s the mediating reality by which an individual mind lays hold upon

:le meaning of that which occurs in immediate experience' In addition' it

:s :he means by which generalizable characteristics are brought into a

:-eani.ngful configuration. An interpretation is distinctive, first' because
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it is the result of a social process rather than an act of an individual mind.

Two minds meet with the purpose of reconciling divergent perspectives

upon a given event or thing. The goal is not that of obtaining an individual

oerception, nor that of creating an abstraction, It is the social goal of

comparing the relative grounds of an experience for the purpose of creating

a unified understanding of a common world. The unity is achieved in the

reality of a new form ln which individual minds are enabled to affirm a

common meaning which satisfies both parties. Thus the goal of achieving

. an interpretation is real only if the appropriate community is real

a.ud true only if that community reaches its goal. ,'1

Second, an interpretation is itself a mental construction, a sign

s'eated for the purpose of making possible a unity of minds in reference to

a girren experience" It is the result of an active process, the fulfillment of

= particular need. The essential requirement of creating a means of

convergence for distinct minds leads to the creation of a sign showing

nherein that unity is realized. This means, third, that the sign is itself

ro more than a "leading" ldea directed towards another interpretation.

The being of an interpretation depends upon its function in sustaining the

srocess. The sign is nothing in itself, but only in its power to unite men

:r a process of interpretation.

a true interpretation is identical with the of creating a social unitv:

lrbid., p. 6g.
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The fundamental experience of reality is, therefore, trinitarian

inform--the mind that engages an object, the object engaged, and the

interpretation by which the nature of the object is expressed. This is not

'Jre same thing as saying that the mind simply forms an idea of the object,

for an interpretation is in essence a social fact, a mental sign joining the

seU and at least one other in a convergence of understanding regarding

the being of the object. A successful interpretation is conformed to the

n:ture of the object, in terms of its claim upon the subject, and to the

nature of the mind that seeks to know--i.e., to the elements of conceptual

m.aterial, the memories, associations, feelings, intuitions, etc. , all

-oocially formulated, with which the mind entering upon the act of interpre-

:ation is endowed. The interpretation is a "third" reality within the process,

a mediating expression which satisfies the nature of the object confronting

:ire mind, insofar as that object bears upon the mind in determinate and

'rnseuivocal ways, and the mind itself which has confronted the object as

a problematic reality within the world.

The nature of interpretation is finally the ultimate explanation for

rhat we experience as the real world, accordi.ng to Royce. We are con-

scious of a reality that is outside of and distinct from our own inner

:houghts because we are confronted continuously with problems, conflicts,

cootradictions and claims which are not resolvable unless, first, we submit

mrrselves to their influence upon us, their claim to be recognized as

iistinct from ourselves, and second, we seek a means by which the nature
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o: those claims can be interpreted satisfactorily, for which we depend

trDon a community of minds that can agree, Thus we affirm the reality

:: other entities by means of the interpretations by which they satisfy

-leir demands to be acknowledged and our need to comprehend. There

-s i1o way to get behlnd the interpretation itself to a more elemental or
*aterial dimension of reality, for that would involve the use of a further
-::erpretation achieved through the same process, i. e., the comparison

I separate experiences which are fully unified through the creation of

: sj.gn with a common meaning. "By the real world we mean simply the

::-:e interpretation of this our problematic situation. "1

Thus reality is revealed, according to Royce, to be an lnfinite

::::es of mental expressions--interpretations--each one ansvrering an

:::ention of mind to be united with other minds in comprehending that of

;m-.-'ch both are aware, with each lnterpretation requiring further acts of

-::erpretation. The ultimate truth which may be stated about the universe '

I

:: :hat it contains its own interpretation, which means that reality will

i;:id itseU to a search for that meaning by which community is created.

'- -s the nature of the universe that it reveals the means by which men

- ='"- be 1ed to a state of real coinherence with one another in the awareness

:i : common past, a real present, and a destiny of interdependence.

"):

'*t. , p. 2!4"
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The Ethical Basis for Interpretation

Roycers analysis leads to a formulation of the essential ethical

quality required of man to live within communities of interpretation and,

therefore, to live in touch with the real world. It is the quality of loyalty,

expressed as the readiness to make any personal sacrifice necessary to

create the means by which a valid unity may be achieved. Loyalty

requires the dedication of oneself to the universal cause of representing

the nature of things in such a way that the other with whom one is engaged

will concur in that representation of reality.

It is H. Richard Niebuhrrs reformulation of the nature of inter-

pretation, and its essential embodiment in actions which bind men loya1Iy

in service to a cause, which will lead us further toward understanding the

method by which cultural forms are realized in social life"1 For Niebuhr

the triadic nature of experience, the presence of a "third" within any

encounter by which the self gains knowledge of itself, another self, or

the impersonal world of nature, is a fundamental epistemological principle.

The self is a reflexive being, first of all, in the sense that it knows itself

as being known, and never as an atomic entity. But the experience of

knowing i.tself as being known contains also the experience of that by which

both the I and the Thou of the encounter are themselves known. The Thou

is present to the I as embodying other aspects of reality, other Thouts and

1'H. Richard Niebuhr, The Responsible Self (New York: Harper
and Row, 1963), PP. 69-89.
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hts, which form thereby a continuum of experience.

when the Thou is present to me as a knower, it is present as theone that knows not only me but at least one other; and it knowsme as knowing not only the Thou but something besides it. Thisencounter of I and Thou takes place, as it werL, always in thepresence of a third, from whic\ I and Thou are distinguished
and to which they also respond.l

Thus it is true that the self which depends upon the responsivity of an

r-Thou encounter f,or knowledge of its own being is equally dependent

xrpon structures of response--interpretations-which enable the I-Thou

eucounter to occur. And, conversely, Niebuhr states:

. . . there seems to be no interpretation and response to the worldof Itrs, or of third-person beings, without the accompaniment ofthe l-Thou duologue" z

lFithin thls elemental structure of responsivity Niebuhr discovers the

basis for an ethie of responsibilit$ which is responsivity combined with

accountability for the various dimensions of interpretation within which

the social self is involved. In an I-Thou encounter one is responding to
an other whose being touches many areas of experience wherein one also

incurs obligations of accountability, so that the worrd of selves and

nature may be sustained in its meaning and truth. In describing how this
community of responsible selves develops and is sustained, Niebuhr again

refers to the thought of Royce, drawing this time upon Royce,s idea of

the cause.3

2rbid. 
,'*ig., o" 79. p. 81. 3rbid., pp. 83-84.
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Niebuhr likens his own notion of responsibility to Royce's

ultimate ethical va1ue, 1oya1ty.1 Loyalty is that dual bondage wirlingly

entered into by a man who finds both in a group of persons and in the

cause which they represent the final reason and justification for his 1ife.

A man binds himself to a person, or to a group of companions who embody

for him the highest good that he can imagine. His loyalty to them is

frna11y, therefore, loyalty to himself, and to dishonor them is surely to
bring even greater dishonor upon himself for having failed in the great

cause of his life. But it is not just these companlons whom he serves

and to whom he is loyaI. He is 1oya1 also to that which they embody, or
represent, which is beyond their individual or collective being. one

does not love and honor another person less by being Ioyal also to that

for which the other stands in the highest expression of his ethical spirit.
on the contrary, it is the very meaning of loyalty to another person to

be loyal as well to that which encompasses his life in its meaning and

worth.

So one is loya1 to comrades in war by sharing their devotion to

that which forms their very being as defenders of their homeland. One

is loya1 to the person who is his wife by honoring her within the larger

community of human marrrffi. one cannot honor the general values of
(

patriotism or maruiage, u\trrout being 1oyal to the particular persons in

i_-Josiah Royce,
Company, 1908).

The Philosoph)r of Loyalt:r (New york: Macmillan
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ff":::::hese meanings are embodied. And one does not touch the depths

:r ::e human person to whom one is devoted without entering upon that

ii-:::r sphere of meanlngs, the cause, in which that honored person stands.

The importance of this analysis of selfhood in responsible

:'*- =:-on to other selves and the world is to establish the ethical basis

i:,r -r=orvledge. Loyalty, or responsibility, meaning that responsivity

ry"'-::: =ccountability for the dimensions of meaning intrinsic within every

fllrLi t''iili€r, is an ethical precondition for truthful relationships of selves

w:= one another and with the worId, And the task of seeking the truth is 
j

a::"::d task in which one seeks for companions with whom one may

:t=''ze and share that cause of creating interpretations of the real world.

r: :::id and express the truth, and to create social unities dependent upon

1:-:i:, is a single process for which the essential ethical requirement is

1;-,-:--*;, Or reSponSibility"

l

,s

There are two critical problems intrinsic to this theory of

:--":i1, dependent as it is upon the realization of social unities in inter-

::::ation. The first problem is that of the verification, or better authen

:::=:ion, of that which is claimed as truth" This problem I choose to

-:,:: aside for more "(.r;rrr" discussion in a final chapter of the disser-

:=::on, wherein I sha1I develop a position based upon charles Hartshorne

::="soning on the subjective and objective factors involved in stating the

:::th.
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The second problem is indicated by the question of whether or

nd the truth men realize within their communities of interpretation is

self-contained ? It is the o1d question of whether or not the relativities

d cultural expression form the boundaries of truth itself ? In Roycers i

l

Fosition the problem of cultural self-containment is denied by the funda-l
l

mental nature of the interpretive process itself; an interpretation has i
:i'ts being precisely as a mental sign pointing forward in time to further ,

interpretatlons grounded in larger social unities, Niebuhr states the ' '-.-.- /'
problem and his own reply in the following sentences:

. these social theories of the moral life as responsible areneither just to the empirical facts nor consistent with their funda-mental idea if they stop such analysis at the point of reference
to the ethos, or the judging actions of a closed society to which
a man responds in all his responses to his companions. These
societies are not more self-contained than are the individuals thatrefer to them; these moral languages in which social judgments
are enshrined are no more serf-elucidating than are tangu*g""
about nature. The societies that judge o* in which we S.rioge our-
selves are self-transcending societies. And the p"o"""" tr seu-
transcendence or of reference to the third beyond each third
9""1 not come to rest until the total community of being has been
lnvolved"'

It is my own position, to be advanced in this study, that the

process of formulating images of the socially real by a community of

persons who have lived in circumstances straightened by extreme poverty

and racial discrimination is a process essential to 1iberation. But it
rould not be truly ri(Ding if the result were to be a new elosed system

lNi"brh", Responsible Self . p- B?.
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of meanings. The process of interpretation, of cultural formulation, must

be portrayed in its inherently self-transcending nature, which means that

tirose movements toward the creation of new symbols of communal identity

and the socially real, new ideologies expressive of what is and what ought

qo be withln the social world, must be evaluated in terms of an ethic of

i.oterpretation.

There is, after all, no such thing as an unmediated, uninter,nretqt
)fact about the social world. The community organization movement is\ -'--'

committed to fostering and enhancing, by various social methods, the

amhentic interpretations of powerless and obscure persons. The organ-

nzational task has been, therefore, to enable these persons and groups to

i:rteract with the sources of meaning, with "third" eleme&ts in an inter-

Fetive process, by which their human capacities to create and to coinhere

rith one another in contact with the "real" social world might be enhanced.

I accept the claim of Royce and H" Richard Niebuhr (and will attempt to

demonstrate its truth) that intrinsic to this liberating process is the

realizati.on of loyalty and responsibility to a cause that is both particular

amd personal in its objectivity, and communal and universal in its

,mltimate reference,

ial bols and Social Order

It is on{ thing to have chosen to focus upon the process of

cuL:ural formulation within a community organization and to have defined
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that to mean the creation of interpretations of reality. But it is another

thing to state the method by which this focus is achieved. When a scientist

provides a description of the cultural realities by which a particular

community interprets its world, he is, of course, objectifying what he

alleges to be a subjective orientation for the members of the community

itself. Cu1tural science is premised upon the assumption that it is

possible to gain a valid understanding of the mental structures by which a

people hold their life-world before them as meaningful and va1uable. The

scientist attempts to penetrate to the very core of meaning and feeling

by which the members of a community order and evaluate their experience,

It is done by a process in which there is a translation of cultural factors

from the context of immediacy within the lived experiences of a people,

into another setting entirelX, into a form of discourse in which the imme-

diate articulation of motive and action is suspended, in order that mental

experiments can be conducted by which the efficacy, consistency, and

moral valence of cultural values is tested. A11 of this is done under the

assumption that the clearest and most truthful descriptions and analyses

of the values by which other people llve can be made by one who wills to

enter no value judgments of his own upon what he perceives.

The question should be pressed whether or not a pattern of life

whi.ch a people regard as "normaltt or "rightttbecomes something

different when translated into the objectified language of cultural science ?

ft may even be asked whether or not the patterns so objectified are



.-:'ually the creations of the mind that has observed and described the

:-l:enomena for the benefit of a scientific community which is far removed

.::temperandsusceptibilityofmindfromthecommunityofpersonswho

:,ilegedly believe as it is said they do?

Thequestionnagsandpersistsbecauseoftheinherentpater-

ralism of a posi.tion which claims to have knowledge of how a system of

iiieoperatesforapeoplewhothemselveshavenorecoursetosuch

objective and helpful knowledge, who merely live out the strategies

.mputed to their modes of experiencing and evaluating the world' There

is a sense in which, "In claiming to recognize the other in all his condi-

ti.onedness, in claiming to be objective, the knower is rea11y claiming to

be the ,rr"st"t, "1

Thusitisofcriticalimportancetoknowwhetherandinwhatway

w.e may enter upon the interpretation of interpretations so that we may

be afforded access to their meanings as expressions of the real worId"

In the thought of Royce and Niebuhr we have seen that the possibility of

a coinherence of persons within a common understanding depends upon

the creation of " "third, " a Sign, or an interpretation, in which minds

andselvesareunitedmentallyandsocially.Butweareinneedofa

method by which we can presume to enter into the meaning of that which

weseektointerpret,submittingourselvestothefullclaimofits

1_.HrcnardE.Palmer,Hqrmeneulcs(Evanston,I11.:North-
western University Press, 1969), p' 193'

I
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objectivity upon us as representing a means of experiencing and evaluating

*re wor1d"

To this end I have drawn upon a tradition of interpretation which

srderstands the social symbols by means of whieh a group of persons

communicate about their common situation to be " . . . extrinsic sources

cd information in terms of which life can be patterned--extra-personal

:.,echanisms for the perception, understanding, judgment and maninu]ation
't

cd the worId. "' The tradition has as its chief eontemporary exponent and

.nspiration the social philosopher and critic, Kenneth Burke, It is he who

\ps focused the attentions of Cliff ord Geertz, Hugh Dalziel D,r*""*, 2

&-:]liam H. Rueckert3 and others upon social symbols as forming public

rrotives for action in the social sphere. In brief, it ist Burke's conviction

l*"at how we communicate determines in important respects what we com-

rErrnicate. This does not deny what is also obvious, that what men desire

lo communicate is also an important motive in determining howthey

co'nrnunicate. But to weigh seriously the formal means of communication

as revealing something essential about the communication is itself an

.,rn6ysfi6n in the study of social relations ln our day.

Lceertr, ttldeology as a Cultural System,tt pp, 47. 73.
I 

-
'l6g1n\iziet Duncan, "Introduction" to Permanence and Jr,antr

nyKennet6Burkd,LibraryofLibera1Arts(zno"ffi-
tsobbs-Merrill Company, fnc. , 1954), pp" xiii - xliv.

o
"Wiilir* H. Rueckert, Kenneth Burke and the Drama of Human

F"eiations (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1963), pp. 34-63
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Hugh Dalziel Duncan states Burkers particular interest in the

follorring summary:

The heart of Burke's argument is simple enough, namely thatsymbolic forms affect conduct because of the *ry" in which theyaffect communication, and thus a1I action. He is saying that
motives 1ie not only in some kind of experience "be;iond"" symbols,but also in symbols. . . . In sum, symbolism is a motive becausesymbolism is a motivational dimerrsion in its own right. 1- -

This doctrine obviously opposes a theory of social behavior in.whffi
motivation is limited to whatever it may be that lies behi*o *rrri-r/
actually expressed, e .9., some theory of essential human "interests, ,,

economic, sexual or otherwise, or a theory of the functional "require_

ments" intrinsi.c to the system under observation. what is actually

erPressed must be dependent upon the forms of communication available

or created' And a proper explanation of communication must include an

account of whatever it is that the form contributes to the event. Burkers

ernphasis upon the formal nature of the act of communication reveals his

conviction that, because human aetion is distinguished from all other

forms of motion in reality by the capacity to interpret reality, and even

ro interpret interpretations of reality, therefore, descriptions of human

beings in action must reveal the distinctive character of that action as

s-mrbo1ic.

dut,""*-Las provided a convenient and comprehensive ordering
od t]le axioms, theories and methods appropriate to a study of the symbolic

lD,rn"trr, t'Introduction, " p. xxi.
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nature of social communicationl which I have taken, in part, for use in

this interpretation of WSO. A brief summary of each of Duncanrs

axiomatic propositions is given here prior to an explanation of how the

theories and methods have been employed.

1. Society arises in, and continues to exist through, the communication
of significant symbols.

The concept of "significant symbol" means essentially the same

thing as Roycets "interpretation, " or more precisely, Roycers concept

of a "sign" which indicates the existence of a social community of minds

which have been united in an interpretation" Duncan speaks of the symbol

as that which arouses in the self the same meaning it does in others" It

approaches also the meaning of the "third" element in Niebuhrrs episte-

mology, through which the responsivity of the I to Thou becomes inclusive

of meanings derlved from responses to other Thours, for which the partners

in dialogue assume responsibility. Thus for Duncan, as for these others,

community and society are created through communication, and continue

to exist through the maintenance of the means of communication, signif-

icant symbols.

2. Man creates the significant symbols he uses in communication.

Communication among human beings rises above mere signif-

ication of desires or intentions because man alone is capable of communi-

cating about communication, of interpreting interpretations, This means,

ltlugh Dalziel Duncan, Symbols in Society (London: Oxford
University Press, 1968), pp. 43-61.
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for Duncan, that symbols are always being transcended in relation to

their prior meaniags by having to stand the test of relevance in their

present use. Symbols are defined in action, which means social action

:ndertaken by groups of persons attempting to solve a problem that they

have in common.

This position is identical to Roycets contention that it is the

reed to find the means of agreeing upon the nature of the ryorid, that unites\'--/
leen in the act of forging interpretations of that world, interpretations

uldch must then be transcended in each new moment according to the

:eler.ance of the problem that is presented for understanding. The act

cd creating interpretations is that of projecting symbolic exemplifications

d roeaning upon reality and "living forward" in the light of those exempli-
. il .^tr5c=tions "as if" they were representations of the reaI.

3. Emotions, as well as thought and wilJ., are learned in communication.

This axiom opposes the position that symbols are the epiphenom-

cry;r 5ignifications of elemental emotional t'needs" or "drives.tt That is

sm ro deny that feelings related to needs and satisfactions do operate

be-'ffi the leve1 of symbolization" But these are translated in symbolic

fi,m=s which also transmute their essential meaning. A symbolic

eu6:essio6?e\ated to sexual fuUillment, for example, cannot be reduced
)

m:,laout remaiirder to some more elemental human signification.

{. Symbols affect social motives by determining the forms in which
the contents of relationships can be expressed.

This axiom expresses the basic position of Burke and his
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followers that form and content are not separable when one is concerned

with the communication of human meaning.

5. From a sociological view motives must be understood as man's
need for order in his social relationships.

We do not experience life in relationships and then seek to fit

tJrem within forms which satisfy their nature, Forms are the relation-

ships themselves insofar as they provide the :means by which experience

is received and understood. However, forms are themselves transcended

in the process by which they are received and enacted, i. e., in the process

of interpretation. Socia1 sci.ence must strive to comprehend the ways by

which the forms through which men receive and act upon experience

affect the action itself, and how the forms are transcended through action.

6. Symbols are directly observable data of.meaning in social relations.

In all that occurs in the context of human relationships the most

evident and available forms that constitute the data of those relationships

are those things that are said. A11 else that is considered causally

efficacious within social action must be inferred through analogy. "Inter-

pretations of forces 'beyondr symbols must still be interpretations of

symbols. "1 This paradox is inescapable, and the forms in which we

describe and explain the meaning of actions will themselves affect what

is conveyed.

lmro., p. bo.
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7. Social order is expressed through gradatigns which differentiate
men into ranks, classes, and status groups, and, at the same time,
resolve differentiation through appeals to principles of order which
transcend those upon which differentlation is based.

The function of language is that of naming aspects of reality,

a function of differentiation that, at its elemental level, consists of

employing the distinetion, "Not this, but this. " The experience that

English speakers express rarith the word "no" is the primal act of differ-

entiation, for w-e can live in unreflective acquiescence of whatever is

until that point when we set it apart as something which is definite because

of something it is not. Differentiation among social entities iJint"insically

gradational, an ordering of persons and aspects of their common lives

that is bound up with the elemental human experience of that which is

"of me" and "of those like me, " as distinct from what is "not of me" and

"not of those like me. "

Social gradations are evaluatively comprehended within a

principle of order which both justifies social differentiations and indicates

their limitations. Such evaluative principles make it possible to live in

a hierarchical order in whi.ch some are inevitably higher and others lower

because of a larger order in which all differentiations are comprehended

and the distinctions muted.

B. Social gradations are expressed in
inferiority, and equality. Changes
effected through persuasion, which
social relationships.

symbolizations of superiority,
in ordered relationship are
takes the form of courtship in

The principle of motion in a social world that exists through
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shared symbolizations of. signifieant differentiations is persuasion.

Persuasion rneans the movement of persons torarard coinherence in inter-

pretations through the "leading" of the probrematic requirements of

existence in society. Social groups devise favored means of persuasion

for moving toward coinherence, which Duncan (following Burke) has

called acts of "courtship, " and which can be studied in their ritual

settings. (Duncan is silent as to whether this prlnciple of motlon is

evidence for, or representative of, an ultimate principle of o_rder or

harmony which operates through persuasion. For Duncan it is enough

to say that man in society unifies the world of experience through symbol-

izations of a final order. )

9. Social hierarchies are expressed through forms of drama which
are both comic and tr:agic.

Dramatic forms are the heuristic models of social action by

which the movement of persuasion can be studied and valid interpretations

of social reality created" The social appeal of the tragic form, according

to Duncan, is based on gui.lt and fear, and " . " " offers us vicarious

atonement through the suffering and death of the sacrificial victim."1

The social appeal of comedy is to the experienee of reason operating in

society. "comedy is sanetioned doubt, a permitted and honored way of

expressing doubt over the majesty and wisdom of our superiors, the

Ioyalty and devotion of our inferiors, and the trust of our friends. "2

,'Ibid. , p. 60.lrnio., p, 59.
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i0. Social order is created and sustained in social dramas through
intensive and frequent communal presentations of tragic and
comic roles whose proper enactment is believed necessary to
community survival.

It is important to have before us, in part, Duncanrs comments

:his axiom"

Social groups must stage themselves before audiences whose
approval legitimizes their power. Audiences, in turn, must see
the problems of the community acted out in some kind of dramatic
presentation, for it is only through the forms created in such
action that community problems become comprehensible as actlons.
We learn to act, not simply by preparing to act, or by thinking
"about" action, but by playing roles in virious kinds of dramas"
The staging of roles in dramatic structures is . . . a staging, or
presentation, of our selves to public and private apdiences whose
approval gives us a sense of identity or belonging. l

11. Soci.al order ls always a resolution of acceptance, doubt, or
rejection of the principles that are believed to guarantee such
order"

Action by a social group in society is a response to that which is

:iieved to justify the social order. It is action related to the regnant

'=.lue orientation and it represents some form of transcendence of the

.r:ere givenness of that orientation through a mode of appropriation

-.t r,vhich that which is given as the justifying principle of order is affirmed

.-. "our ow"n"), or doubt, or rejection.

Elements of a Theoretical MoCel

My study of the West Side Organization casts the data into

-r--amatic forms which are intended to reveal the symbolic character of

lrbid. , p" 61.
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certain of wsors public actions. This is not to say that their only public

aignificance is as social dramas enacted for their power as ,,persuasive,,

rites' But \[rsO was elearly chartered as a group intended to enact public

r"epresentation of meanings which were indigenous to a victimized sector
d the urban population. wsors chosen constituency was not only essen_

tially powerless to affect its own,B\rblic interests, but had existed as
l/

eocially invi'sible, except to thosffblic and private agencies of the city
denoted to providihg custodial and ameliorative attention to the victims
d urban society.

\MSo was designed to create and enact a role. The setting, or
tituation, for that enactment was familiar to the originators of the WSo

@cept, members of the staff of the urban Training center, as it would
Lave been also to any group of citizens who were reasonably well informed

what we now' carl institutional racism in the urban eontext. But the

ions of a representative role to be assumed by those who wourd

ertake the responsibility of public leadership for this constituency

re unknown even to the most experienced advisors and consultants.

To portray a role is to enact to the best of one,s understanding

meanlngs, expectations, and implications attached thereto. rn most

al situatiohs the requirements of the role are routinely acknowledged

, provided they are within the competence of the actor, they are readily
unreflectively enacted. one is hardly aware of having donned a partie_

set of characteiizations associated with a particular roIe, yet one

e
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.:s adopted, with some definitiveness, a prescribed set of publicly approved

-.'-s of acting, even though the fit of the role to personal inclinations and

- 1-.positions may seem more natural than assumed.

But in a situation where a role is, in a real sense, being created

:-.-e o 3s it is being assumed one can expect to observe a kind of acting with

. :righ degree of consci.ousness about what represents a valid enactment of

--: role. We can expect to see persons attempting to be very sensitive to

' :rat adheres to the role of "representative leader" in a situation where a

--',r opportunity for the expression of leadership is being provided. Thus

:--: conscious effort to find and to become leaders in the image of their own

.--:rd was of first importance wlthin WSO. The roles that were envisaged

.,--:i created therein can be regarded as at least tentative symbolizations

,-',vhat a group of persons, very poor and marginal to the rest of society,

--::agined and recognized as legitimate representations of their needs and

-.-,erests. These manifestations of public meaning are the concerns of

--..- study.

For this reason a method of portraying and analyzing social actions

', -rhin the forms of social drama has been applled to the historical materials

-:. WSOwhich are available to me. How these materials were obtained is

,.:scribed more fu11y in the next chapter. For the present I shall indicate

,:r'tain theoretical propositions which provide the questions to be investigated

-.- ihe course of my study, and I shall describe the methods used to order

:-e data for the purpose of these investigations. The theoretical propositions
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l:: ihe methodological procedures are drawn selectively from Duncan,s

=rch fu11er models for social research.l

I cannot claim to have selected these hypotheses before having

gu:hered the data on wso and accomplished much of the organization

::e:eof. The evidential value of my study, therefore, must be estimated

ao =remplary material rather than as having the character of proof in the

s;:rnrijic sense" ttowb-v-dr, the possible worth of materials which are

sa=ered without prior and rigorous theoretical and methodological restric-
:;:rtr-sr and for which theories are later introduced to enable their interpre-
:,&::o:, is not to be rejected out of hand, for those most cogent reasons

r-:';;ed by Elliot Lubow in his study of a street corner culture of men like
i:rl=€ presented in the \M,SO materials. He writes:

' the timing of hypothesis formulation is irrelevant; that regard-Less of whether hypotheses are generated pre or post factum, thetest of their validity always rests on futurFepiicEoil"oli.i irr"only proper restrictions on- the qeneration of hypotheses or expla_nations is that they fit the data. z

1[[-r own position on what counts as validation, or authentication, of a theory
::r n-hich evidence is presented in this kind of study will concern the ques-

rsc of what "future replication" of findings real1y means. 3 tr,o" the pre_

sie*:, Lubowts argument is sufficient to allow the analysis to proceed.

I-Ibid. , pp. 151-285,

2Elliot Lubow, Ta1lelr',s corner (Boston: Little, Brown and-,irpan/r 1962), p, lZ.
2"Infra., pp. BIZ-L4.
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Theory offers explanatory possibilities of what happens in social

:irama and prescribes the methods with which to approach the data.

Duncan's theoretical model rests upon the hierarchical function of social

sr.mbo1s, as expressed in the axioms recounted above. The theoretical

::inciples which are drawn from the axioms follow:

A. Social symbols express ordered relationships which must be

,"-tb1ic1y rehearsed at whatever moments it is deemed necessary that they

:,: upheld, destroyed or altered for the prrpo." of social order itself.

From a sociological view, the drama of community is a drama of
authority, a struggle by those in power, or those seeking power,
to control symbols that are already powerful, or to create new
symbols that will make orderly those relationships which canno! be
made orderly through the use of traditional or sacred symbols.1

B. Social relationships are personified rather than abstractly main-

-'--.-ed. They are enacted as roles which exemplify the principles of order

----ch are being maintained, or introduced, as alternatives. Thus one

,,=-.'consider the behavior of persons as the public enactment of such

-=s as are intended (though not always consciously) to represent an

---::- of relationships. Such an approach need not imply a challenge to

s-ncerity of the person because he is being interpreted as an actor,

=racting a role is a way of being within the social context. It is not

::::ied as a questioning of the authenticitv of the act in relation to the

'::ln&1 motives and being of the man. It is only recognizing what is

Duncan, Symbols, p. 64.
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:rue, that individual acts bear public meaningsr part of which is intrinsic

:o the form through which the action oceurs, Such forms are created and

recreated through public enactment and response. The study of social

acts as social drama is of this process of enactment and response.

C. Social action occurs within a structure which can be conceived

a:amatistically, the point being that such a conceptualization works

Pgainsf reductionist explanations of action, in favor of a fu1ly rounded

mccount of motives in action. The structure involves five elements:

1. the stage, or situation in which the action takes place,
including whatever lt is that persists as background for the
action itself

2. the type of action consldered appropriate for the hierarchical
purpose

3" the roles which embody, or personify, the meaning enacted
4. the expressive means actually used in the act
5- the final goals, ends, purposes, or principles in the name of

which the action is taken

T5nese are the five elements which pertain to any dramatistic account of

a sociaf act. They enable the analyst to seek for motivational aspects

ilfu.ch are derived from situation, institutional form, role, medium and

pm.:ciple.

1. the stage, or situation--It is important to reeognlze that

,e'rylsnations which are derived from various conceptions of the 'rgiven

ffimm.ation" are nonetheless dependent upon symbolizations of the given.

suggests that "purely environmental" explanations of the social

r@der are like explanations ". , . of the playing of the game by the shape
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:i :he playing field" "1 There is no question of the influence upon the game
:r oaseball of the shape of the infield diamond, for example. But the

'$;enness of that shape is affected by interpretations of its possible uses,
"'" -:rations, etc- It is not the same reality for a team dependent upon its
:::ensive abilities as it is for a team with outstanding pitchers, which can
u:crd to play its best hitters in the regular lineup whether or not they are
::: cest defensive infielders available. The hole between second base and
s,i:or:stop looks relatively narro\l/ or wide depending upon one,s confidence
*: :1e man on the mound. The form in which the environment is received
t,:r acted upon is not determined by some kind of raw. perception thereof,
:r; 3lr the organization given that form by publicly shared interpretations
ff -:s meaning. Thus a dramatistic casting of the data regarding the
v:-r:ronment of social acts is one in which the interaction between the

r:-'-enness" and the interpretation thereof is emphasized. The situation
ur:s: be portrayed as it is the ground for what occurs, and as that scene

-s =-:ered by what occurs.

2' the tlrpe of action--The forms in which action occurs within a

rl::a:'chical model are portrayed as "observable units of action in society. ,,

Ii::-; are: (a) tfre family, (b) government, (c) economic institutions,
'(1 iefense, (e) education, (f) manners and etiquette, (g) entertainment,

\/ :eaJth and welfare, (i) religron, (j) art, (k) science and technology. z

zrbid., p. 7L.
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This list would seem to exhaust the institutionalized forms of relationship

:hrough which the function of hierarchical ordering could be expressed.

They are the types of actions within which men and women may be observed

and portrayed in dramatic action affecting the social order. One may look

::rerein for the kind of action considered appropriate within these units of

::tion, for the sake of ordering the social world.

3, the roles, or personifications--Duncan writes as follows of the

::::rd element of the structure:

Ia analyzing social roles we ask: what function is supposed
to be performed in what role, and how is this role played
before various audiences ? What style of life is involved
in role enactment, and how is this style qsed to legitimize
beliefs in certain forms of social order?r

4. the means--The concern with the effect of the means of expres-

::on upon social action reflects the fact that in dramaturgy there must be

: consonance between what is done and how it is done. Action which is

:-.otivated by persuasion and has coinherence as its goal is dependent, in

;:rt, upon being accomplished in the "right way." Courtship is an art

m-:ir its meanlng in a public way of doing. The sexual act, for example,

-= :rot the same thing when accomplished by ingratiation, seduction, or

:=pe. Therefore, to interpret social action within a dramaturgical frame-

m-:rk is to pay careful attention to the fitness (or unfitness) of the means

:: :he act"

'*,1g., ,. zz,
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5. the final goal, or end--Fina1ry, according to Duncan, ', . , . all
hi.erarchies function through a 'perfection' of their principles.',1 This

means that the ordering function of social symbols is dependent upon their

:nterpretation as consonant with the highest source, or deepest ground, of

social existence itself. The study of social action as dramaturgy requires

-Jtat symbols be examined for their function of "mounting" by which previous

=leanings and justifications are continuously and successively transcended

::ntil comprehended by a final principle of pow.er.

D. The dramaturgical model includes conceptualizations of the

:.adiences to whom the persuasion is addressed. They are:

1. the general public or publics
2. tlne community guardians
3. other significant persons treated as eonfidants and advisors
4. the inward self
5. the ideal or ultimate person of address

J:amaturgical analysis must find and discriminate these occasions of

=cdress, seeking to understand what forms of persuasion are employed

:orard which audiences, and for what separate and coordinated purposes.

E. Within Duncanrs model of dramatic action there are three basic

:orms of community drama in which the social order is expressud.2 The

"':st contains the rituals of tradition, and the second the rituals of hope

'-d of the future" The third form of drama, or of role playing in the

:r'actment of social order, is most critical for the present study.

b", o. 78. 2luio. , p. 123.
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Duncan calls it the form of art. A somewhat lengthy quotation wi,l
=dicate what is meant in this context.

. . . unlike religious ritual, art opens ends, purposes, and valuesto inquiry. Art is the realm of change, 
-amUigufty, 

argument, anddoubt. In art we institl;rtiorralize douf,t, not onty through logicalanalysis, as 
-in the school, or through experiment, as in science,but through the dramatic depiction o] a"tion as a struggle to createand sustain order. fn various dramas of social ordei_-_ceremonies,festivals' rites, parades, processions, and all occasions when thecommunitv enacts its "myh_of origin;;j-Jo*t, 

"h.";;;-;d ambiguityare not expressed. In ar1 which is functioning as art, and not asa channel for official messages, the capacity to doubt and to endureambiguity, and even to revolt against irr. 
"r"""d principles of thesocial 0rder, is not considered weak or treasonable, but heroic.We seek to open ends to reason (i. e., Oiscission in dialogue) inaction" "Thffiquiry" of r"t r" aninquiry-over how to enict roles,not one "about" the reduction of roles to Lnvironmental factors, asin physical science, or over how to stifle Joubt through faith, as inreligion' The "argument" of art is a oramatic argument, and itspersuasiveness lies in how it gives 

"y;b;ii" form to human rera_tionships . Art does not teach us rrow to 'ifrink about,, ;;i;;o"*hips,or how to "argue about" them, but how to form roles so we canenact them in the social drama of community 1ife. In the purelyformal play of art dram&, we experiment with attitudes. rn thestaging of social drama in rites, 
"u""*ooy, "rrO 

all communitypresentations, we learn to play our roles i., 1r" great social dramas
;:rf# 

the sense and purpose of communitv is created and sus-

The depiction of social action as an approach to an art form is
3 Fay by which to "test" or "try" the effectiveness of a group intending to
::ovide "representation" or "Ieadership,, within a eommu nity. one may
search for the ways in which doubt regarding the accepted forms of the
"ocia1 order is lifted up before an audience through actions intended to

x1the1egitimacyofthatorder'Onemayobservethewaysin
1
Ibid. , p. l?b.
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,::.ch the ambiguities inherent within accepted approaches to problems

-.:-e expressed and embraced in a new attempt to create order. The

=emingly irrational attacks that are made upon the "reasonable'

:sumptions of the o1d order can be seen as attempts to open them to

.-,.onal dialogue, which is impossible as long as old certitudes are

,-:--:hallenged, Various actions and attitudes assumed may be interpreted

= emblematic for persons struggling to find new forms of human rela-

::iships which they can adopt as roles which will be creative and

-siaining of the social order.

Outliqe gf lhe Studrr

The chapters which follow are my attempts to understand and

-.:.rpret portions of the early history of a community organization by

=:-ing them within dramaturgical forms. Chapter II is an attempt to

-::municate the setting for those actions. It is written primarily to

-'cvide a background for the reader of these pages. But it indicates also

--at was present and enduring within the situation wherein these actions

:r'e first undertaken. Chapter III describes a series of action-events

-,r,hich many roles were tested, many challenges and doubts regarding

--: social order were lifted up, many audiences differentiated and appealed

r. Moreover, certain ambiguities endemic to the situation of the people

-:re embraced as a means of revealing how they might be endured, and

lw a new order might be created thereby. Chapter IV portrays actions
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- =-ative to economic institutions, family life, and governmental agencies.

-:--.*pter V describes actions of symbolic significance undertaken in defense

,: .he community. Chapter VI portrays the group in contest with other

-=-dership groups to provide representative leadership for the victimized

:---::io communities. Chapter VII contains sections devoted to a summation

.re findings, to arguments which further establish the philosophic

;.;.nd for the interpretive method employed in the study, and to a

-::-iparison of WSO with certain other manifestations of community

-'-anization in the contemporary scene.


